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     Social Tourism Definition 
  

 What is  ? 
 

An Opportunity: for disadvantaged and old people, to meet 
other people, exchange experience, improve education, doing 
responsible tourism 

 

A Right: for people with different social situation, economic, 
healthy, physical or cultural. They should have  the rights to get 
holidays and travel experience. 

 

A Duty:  people who operates in the Social Tourism 
organizations, should not have personal interest but have to 
keep in consideration only the needs of interested people. 

 

 
 

 



       Social Tourism in Italy 

Pro: 

 

 Italy has a lot of touristic  destination.  Sea, Mountains,  
Lakes,  Cities of Arts. The travel organisation is easy 

 

Medium age is increasing and old people, physically good,  
remaining  active for a long time. They can have time to 
spend to be socially active and participate to social 
tourism opportunity  

 

 

 

 

 



       Social Tourism in Italy 

Cons: 

 

More than 10 years of economic crisis  has created  5 Million 
of people who live under the poverty  threshold 

 

Governments cut the budgets for welfare. Social Tourism is a 
not a priority.    

 

 For people with important disability, the economical challenge 
become the most critical  factor  to get  this service.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



       Social Tourism in Italy 
 

Social Tourism services are supplied by  NGO, NPO 
voluntary organization 

 

Voluntary Organizations acting in Social Progress  
cannot  do   any “commercial business”.  Law is 
changing , more flexibility for NPO is expected. 

  

Touristic activity cannot be organized directly by  
NPO but through Tour Operators companies. T.Os 
have not specific advantage  organizing and 
proposing Social Tourism 

 
 

 

 



       Social Tourism in Italy 

 Social Tourism  needs to be funded  

 

 Resources has to be  catch  through fundraising, 
donations, events, associations …. 

 

 Social Tourism  is also an opportunity to catch  
resources  from people who has no disability and 
can  have holidays and travels and are eligible to 
become volunteers 

 

 

 

 

 

 



AUSER 
as 

 Social Promotion Entity 



AUSER  Activity 
AUSER is a NPO -  NGO with more  than  1500  affiliates organizations in Italy.  

AUSER  supply  a wide range of  activity: 

 

1. Social Tourism: organising  holidays,  tour, cultural visit,  day trips    

2. Mobility Support: taking care of people with mobility trouble, old and young, 
providing taxing services, pick up to hospital, to the supermarket,  to visit  friends 
or relative, getting medicine for them, carry on disable guys to the school…. 

3. Telephony Support:  supporting  depressed people who need to get contact with 
someone just to have human relationship. 

4. Anti-Violence Centre: to support woman victims of violence, from psychological to 
logistics  support,  for mother and children    

5. Funny Events Arrangement:  social games  competition,  dancing , special markets 
to get funding  …. 

6. Artist  Teams:  team of people who love specific kind of art, paints, theatre, 
literature and organize activity and events on it  … 

7. Third Age University:  school for elders who want to continue the study  of 
different  topics  

8. Others… 



            AUSER Organization 
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AUSER is a NGO that collect 
hundreds of small  associates no-
profit organisation (Associazione 
Locale Affiliata) acting in the social 
welfare supplying services through 
thousands of  volunteers. 
Each ALA is a self-managed 
organisation with a president, a 
management board and volunteer 
who supply the social services 

AUSER is a voluntary association  
structured on territory and split in 
Regional department. Each Region has 
one Management Board.  
 
Every region is split in District with  own 
Management Board  



        AUSER   Figures 

  

 
129.119 

166.605 

295.724   Members  

Male Associates Members

Female Associates Members

 28.763  
 20.577  

49.340   Volunteers 

Male  Volunteers Female Volunteers

7.500.000  Hours spent  by  Volunteers  
- 

627.000  Users 



AUSER 
and 

Social Tourism Service 



         Main Users of Social Tourism  
   

 Mainly Senior 
 

 People with health disease who need medical thermal  care using 
Thermal Waters  sites   
 

 People who live mainly alone, for the most part of the year, and who 
is looking for opportunity to spend time with others,  doing holidays 
and  activities  like dance, tracking, social games  and so on… 
 

 People who want improve their cultural knowledge in geography, 
history arts visiting  cities and monuments  or participating to 
cultural events (theatre, opera and concerts,  art exhibition…) 
 

 People who want to travel, doing tours to discover other countries, 
cultures, arts and people, supporting local population adopting 
responsible tourism approach. 

 
 

 
 



         Social Tourism - 2017 
  

 

 

 

2008 

2036 

477 

4.521 Initiatives 

1-3 days  Trip Holidays Tours

 29.763  

 55.171  

84.934 Participants 

Male Female



            Social Tourism Organisation 
 

Territory  localization of voluntary organizations is a big  
advantage 

 

464  Local  Social  Promotion  organizations  and more than 
1000 volunteers  are the heart of Social Tourism in AUSER.  
They  propose  travels,  holidays, trip,  mainly  off-season to 
get advantage on reduced costs   

 

Knowledge and relationship  on territory allow a very good 
opportunity  for people to socialize  and exchange  experience 

 
 

 



              Social Tourism Organisation 
 

Dispersion on territory  of voluntary organizations is also a  disadvantage 

 

 Lot of  Local  Social  Promotion  organizations have not resources enough  
(mainly volunteers)  to support this kind of service.   

 

 Lot of  organization  cannot  collect  the minimum number of  participants 
required to organize  a  group and get the economic advantage that groups 
can offer (travel costs). 

   

 Members  personal data, contact, age,  habits…,  is  a very important  asset  
for AUSER  to be  collected  and centrally handled to promote  the 
organization. 

 

 Communication channels with people of old generation is not easy.  New 
technologies are often a barrier instead of facility. 
 

 

 

 



  Practices 
 

In order to reduce  the mentioned  current disadvantages  and 
improve the service, involving  more users,  AUSER Lombardia 
is  putting in place a practice  as a pilot project  
 

Project Purposes: 
 

1. Improve the sharing of information between the Social Promotion 
Organizations (ALAs) 

2. Improve the knowledge of Tourism Proposal between ALAs 
3. Enlarge the potential users baseline through collaboration 

between ALAs.    
4. Allow to reach the  minimum number of members  to create 

groups and get more convenient prices and services 
 

  
 

 



      Practices 
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Set up of specific organization for Social 
Tourism 

 
Creation of coordinator role at  regional 
and district level  

 
Creation of a network between 
coordinators to exchange information, e-
mails, W.A., Facebook,… 

Implementation  (1/2) 
 



              Practices and Improvements 
Implementation (2/2) 

 

 Creation of information data base  where collect all the initiatives 
proposed by different ALAs  and members participation to it. 

 Share of DB information with all the ALA management  and tourism 
coordinators 

 Creation of a common annual initiatives and travel proposals plan, 
at regional level. 

 Involvement of a partner tourist operator, ETLISIND, in order to 
support the project.  

 Set up of specific sessions with the aim of educate coordinators  to 
main rules and laws on Tourism.  

 Set up of events to promote initiatives,  parties, celebrations,  
educational on hotels and villages… 
 

 

 

 

 



Conclusions 

 In the last ten years, due to the economic recession, 
governments are very sensible on cutting costs. Social 
welfare is considered a cost.  

NGOs are so asked more and more to supply services 
replacing what  governments did in the past years 

Fundraising  is becoming critical and fundamental  

Active people who act as volunteers,  represent  a huge 
potential and resource for social welfare. 

Social Tourism is becoming  an opportunity for NGOs to do 
promotion on territory.  On one side to let know 
organizations in terms of service supplier and on the other 
side to get fund and volunteers.  

 



Thanks !! 
 

 

Contact:   

Daniele Colombo  

Social  Tourism Responsible – AUSER Lombardia 

daniele.colombo@auser.lombardia.it 
Mob. +39  348 2300984  


